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Introduction

With the increasing demand for enantiopure compounds, the
transformation of a racemate into a single stereoisomer has
become a key step in the development of fine chemicals for
the agrochemical or pharmaceutical industries.[1, 2] Among the
existing enantioselective processes, biocatalysis based on the
enzymatic kinetic resolution of racemates indisputably stands
out.[3–9] It has been proven to be efficient and it is more and
more appreciated. Enzyme enantioselectivity can be modulat-
ed by the reaction conditions, such as the temperature or the
solvent employed. However, much research shows that enan-
tioselectivity is mainly governed by the existence of appropri-
ate fitting between the enzyme and each enantiomer, this
being responsible for the preferred kinetic transformation of
one of them.[10] With the advent of genome sequencing and
structural biology, more and more enzymes are available to
catalyse the kinetic resolution of a given racemate. In this con-
text, the development of efficient computational methods that
will enable fast evaluation of enantioselectivity is of prime in-
terest for the development of the optimal biocatalyst or to
suggest possible chemical transformation of a given substrate.
To contribute to the development of such methods, we

have focused our work on the understanding of lipase enantio-
selectivity towards 2-substituted racemic acids such as (R,S)-
bromophenylacetic acid ethyl ester.[11–13] These compounds are
important chemical building blocks,[11] and their resolution was
carried out through transesterification reactions catalysed by
ACHTUNGTRENNUNGlipases in organic media. Transesterification is the result of a
two-step mechanism with an acylation leading to the forma-
tion of an acyl-enzyme intermediate, which is then followed by
a deacylation step. In 2-substituted racemic acids, the chiral
centre is located on the acyl part of the substrate. Consequent-
ly, enantioselectivity can occur during the steps leading to the
formation of the first tetrahedral intermediate and/or during
the deacylation step involving the nucleophilic attack of an al-

cohol.[14] Among the lipases tested, Burkholderia cepacia lipase,
classified as belonging to the GXSXG type, was the most enan-
tioselective.[12] Several alcohols have been used in the deacyla-
tion step.[13] Their structures had little influence on enantiose-
lectivity, therefore indicating that the enantiopreference occurs
mostly during the step leading to the formation of the first
acyl-enzyme. In addition, variation in water activity or solvents
did not affect the enzyme enantioselectivity much.[15] To ach-
ieve better understanding of the enantiopreference at a molec-
ular level, the reaction tetrahedral intermediates formed with
each enantiomer were modelled by classical molecular me-
chanics.[13,16, 17] However, the conformations obtained both with
the more rapidly reacting enantiomers and with their more
slowly reacting counterparts had equivalent energies, and
most of them fulfilled required hydrogen-bonding interactions
required for catalysis. It was thus not possible to differentiate
the diastereomeric complexes in their tetrahedral intermediate
forms or to explain enantiopreference reasonably on the basis
of their energetics and structural analysis.[13]

Given the architecture of the B. cepacia lipase active site,
which is located at the bottom of a narrow pocket 17 A in
length, it was suggested that enzyme ligand affinity—and, by
extension, enantioselectivity—could be affected by the accessi-
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A novel approach based on efficient path-planning algorithms
was applied to investigate the influence of substrate access on
Burkholderia cepacia lipase enantioselectivity. The system studied
was the transesterification of 2-substituted racemic acid deriva-
tives catalysed by B. cepacia lipase. In silico data provided by
this approach showed a fair qualitative agreement with experi-
mental results, and hence the potential of this computational

method for fast screening of racemates. In addition, a collision
detector algorithm used during the pathway searches enabled
the rapid identification of amino acid residues hindering the
ACHTUNGTRENNUNGdisplacement of substrates along the deep, narrow active-site
pocket of B. cepacia lipase and thus provided valuable informa-
tion to guide the molecular engineering of lipase enantioselecti-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNGvity.
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bility of the substrate to the catalytic site and the difficulty en-
countered by the substrate in adopting a productive confor-
mation at the reaction site. Preliminary pseudo-molecular dy-
namics studies under constraints[13] indicated structure-based
discrimination possibly mediated by hydrophobic amino acids
with pivoting side chains might be encountered prior to catal-
ysis during the access. This molecular-mechanics-based study
suggested that the more rapidly reacting enantiomer encoun-
tered less hindrance than the more slowly reacting one in ac-
cessing the catalytic site. However, modelling of substrate
pathways toward reaction sites remains a difficult and time-
consuming task, in particular when molecular flexibility is
taken into account. Most classical molecular modelling tech-
niques consider only static properties of binding, such as the
final bound ligand–receptor complex, due to the high compu-
tational costs involved in simulating ligand access from the
protein surface into a narrow, deep active site. These methods
can thus often describe a local and stationary state reasonably
well, but are unable to predict larger molecular behaviour
when dynamical aspects are fundamentally involved. The tech-
nical bottleneck is often the huge number of degrees of free-
dom that have to be managed in order to provide a dynamic
overview of the whole phenomenon. Therefore, new original
methodologies such as the robotics-based approach used in
this work allow a more global mechanistic vision, notably by
filtering the main degrees of freedom in molecular systems,
and rely on new and highly efficient conformational search al-
gorithms originating from recent robotics research. Such ap-
proaches have been successfully applied for studying various
molecular motion problems such as ligand docking[18] and ac-
cessibility pathways[19] in flexible receptors, folding pathways in
proteins[20] and DNA,[21] or conformational changes due to pro-
tein loop motions[22] and protein domain motions.[23] The key
advantage of the mechanistic approach[19] that we use for
computing enantiomer trajectories into the enzyme active site
pocket is that it combines the efficacy of a geometric treat-
ment of the main molecular constraints (for example, steric
clash avoidance and structural constraints acting on the molec-
ular chain model) with the performance of sampling-based
path-planning algorithms,[24,25] enabling fast conformational
searching. Such a combination makes the approach well
adapted for handling molecular flexibility and large motions in
a computationally efficient way.
In a continuation of our efforts,[13,19] the work reported here

aims at further exploitation of the potential of these path-plan-
ning algorithms to tackle the influence of substrate access on
B. cepacia lipase enantioselectivity. A set of 2-substituted race-
mic acids was examined with an improved version of the soft-
ware prototype BioMove3D.[19,25] The large set of in silico data
provided by BioMove3D was then analysed and compared
with experimental results. Atom distance information collected
during the path searches by the collision detector BioCD[26]

was also used for fast identification of amino acid residues hin-
dering the displacement of (R,S) enantiomers along the narrow
and deep active site pocket.
Our results provide new insights into the interdependency

between enantiomer structures and the dynamic nature of the

combined motion of both the enzyme and the substrate
during the accessibility step. The role of this synergistic inter-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNGaction occurring prior to catalysis in the enzyme selectivity is
discussed. The potential of our novel modelling approach for
use as a pre-filtering stage to select a catalyst or to accelerate
the engineering of a given catalyst for a given racemate reso-
lution is examined.

Results and Discussion

Enantioselectivity of B. cepacia lipase towards a set of (R,S)-
2-substituted acids

A set of enantiomer pairs derived from (R,S)-bromophenyl-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNGacetic acid ethyl ester was first synthesized. They were all sub-
jected to a transesterification reaction in octane with octanol
as second substrate and the B. cepacia lipase as catalyst
(Scheme 1).

A preference for the R compound was always observed,
with enantioselectivity values ranging from 1.5 to 57 depend-
ing on the substrate (Table 1). For substrates 1–4, which differ

only in the position of the methyl group on the aromatic ring,
experimentally determined E values showed that the enzyme is
enantioselective toward the unsubstituted and the meta- and
para-substituted substrates (1, 3, 4), with E values of 57, 59
and 50, respectively, but does not discriminate the ortho-sub-
stituted substrate (2), for which the conversion rate is notably
slowed down.
The experimental results also indicate that the lipase enan-

tioselectivity progressively decreases with the size of the halo-
gen at the chiral centre. Indeed, the enantioselectivity drops

Scheme 1. Transesterification reactions of 2-substituted acetic acid deriva-
tives catalysed by B. cepacia lipase.

Table 1. Enantioselectivity of free B. cepacia lipase towards ethyl a-X-ary-
lacetate: influence of X and R substituents.

Compound Substrate E value Conversion
number X R (vi R/vi S)[b] [%]

1[a] Br H 57 (�7) 47 (84 h)
2[a] Br ortho-CH3 4.3 (�0.5) 15 (120 h)
3[a] Br meta-CH3 59 (�2) 46 (120 h)
4[a] Br para-CH3 50 (�3) 41 (120 h)
5 Cl H 26 (�1) 48 (72 h)
6 F H 1.5 (�0.1) 54 (49 h)
7 CH3 H 35 (�3) 29 (175 h)

[a] Refs. [12, 13] . [b] vi R, vi S : initial rates.
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from an E value of 57 obtained with bromine (1), to 26 and 1.5
with chlorine (5) and fluorine (6), respectively. To evaluate the
contribution of the halogen electronic effect on B. cepacia
lipase enantioselectivity, the bromine atom (rvdW=1.90 A) in 1
was substituted by a neutral methyl group (7; rvdW=2.0 A). Al-
though the reaction rate decreased for substrate 7, the lipase
remained selective with an E value of 35, suggesting that
lipase enantioselectivity is governed by steric hindrance of the
X-substituent.
In an attempt to evaluate the influence of substrate access

and positioning in the active site on B. cepacia lipase enantio-
selectivity, a computational approach was applied to simulate
and compare the enantiomer pathways.

Computation of substrate access/exit pathways

With the goal of analysing the relationship between the struc-
tural suitability of the active site access channel and the sub-
strate topology and lipase enantioselectivity, pathway compu-
tation was performed by using all-atom, hard-sphere models
of the molecules. Both the lipase and the substrate are mod-
elled as polyarticulated mechanisms, the motions of which are
restricted by geometric constraints such as steric clash avoid-
ance between spherical atoms with van der Waals radii.
Groups of rigidly bonded atoms form the bodies, and the artic-
ulations between bodies correspond to bond torsions. In this
study, the substrate and the lipase side-chains are considered
flexible, while the protein backbone is kept rigid. The key inter-
est of such mechanistic molecular models is to enable very fast
pathway computation from a conformational search based on
geometric constraint satisfaction, thus avoiding costly energy
calculations and long computation time spared to explore the
local minima of the energy landscape.
For a given substrate–enzyme pair, a path-planning tech-

nique is used to compute the substrate pathway for going
from a “productive” conformation in the active site to the pro-
tein surface. We can assume that the geometric difficulty en-
countered during the exit is similar to that during the entry.
The path-planning technique is a variant of the Rapidly-explor-
ing Random Trees (RRT) algorithm[25,27] specially designed for
solving molecular disassembly problems. RRT is a randomized
path-search algorithm that incrementally constructs a tree
structure by expanding branches towards unexplored regions
of the search-space, while satisfying motion constraints (for ex-
ample, collision avoidance). Such behaviour makes it tend to
explore the space reachable from a given initial conformation
very rapidly (Figure 1).
Importantly, the computing time spent by the RRT algorithm

in finding a solution pathway is representative of the geomet-
ric difficulty of the problem. When the topologies of the sub-
strate and the active site access cavity are well suited, the RRT
algorithm will compute the solution pathway with a small
number of iterations. However, it will need more time to find a
pathway for a substrate of a structure that makes the access/
exit more constrained.
A first stage, before computation of access/exit pathways, is

to determine the substrate conformation in the enzyme active

site prior to reaction, which is the starting point for the RRT al-
gorithm. The tetrahedral intermediates mimicking the reaction
transition state were constructed for each enantiomer by a
previously described molecular-mechanics-based procedure.[13]

An example of the models obtained for the R and S enantio-
mers of substrate 3 is shown in Figure 2. This conformational
search allowed us to select conformations of the tetrahedral
ACHTUNGTRENNUNGintermediates satisfying the conditions required for catalysis :
1) hydrogen-bonding pattern needed to assist the catalytic re-
action, and 2) an acceptable lipase/substrate complex energy.
The group found at the stereocentres (Br, Cl, F, CH3) of both
enantiomers clearly adopted two different orientations, point-
ing either towards Leu167 or towards Val267 for the R and the
S enantiomer, respectively. The covalent bond between the
catalytic serine (Ser87) and the substrate was then broken to
create two separate molecular entities.
The robotics-based conformational search planner integrat-

ed in Biomove3D software was then used to sample the space
of all possible paths that substrates 1–7 can take to go from
the bottom (catalytic site) of B. cepacia lipase to the protein
surface (Figure 3).

Substrate pathway analysis

Because of the stochastic nature of the RRT algorithm, both
the solution pathway and the computing time differ slightly
from one run to another, so the algorithm has to be run sever-
al times in order to compute a more accurate estimate of the
substrate access/exit difficulty. To shorten the time required for

Figure 1. Three-dimensional projection of an RRT search tree on the position
parameters of the substrate’s centre of mass. The small red frames are the
nodes, corresponding to feasible ensemble protein–substrate conformations.
The edges (black lines) correspond to possible transitions. The tree projec-
tion tends to cover the volume accessible to the substrate from the “dock-
ing” position. It is computed with consideration of the flexibility of the sub-
strate and the protein side-chains.
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the tests, the algorithm reports a “failure” if a pathway reach-
ing the protein surface is not found after a time limit.

Tables 2 and 3 report the
average CPU times and the
number of failures for each pair
of enantiomers listed in Table 1
obtained after five series of 100
calculation runs. Both parame-
ters to some extent reflect the
difficulty of the problem to be
solved. Significant variations of
the average CPU times are ob-
served for the different race-
mates. The acyl part of the sub-
strate has a clear influence on
the geometric exploration and,
by extension, on the trajectory
search. Nonetheless, the aver-
age CPU time required to com-
pute S trajectories (3.0–104.9 s)
remains consistently larger than

the CPU time necessary to compute R trajectories (1.0–3.0 s).
For example, Figure 4 illustrates the conformational changes
occurring along the pathway for the R and S enantiomers of
m-tolyl derivatives (3). Both the substrate and the protein side
chains have to adopt different conformations to go through
the bottleneck formed by Val266 and Leu17. Indeed, the cavity
narrowing at this position severely hinders the access of the S
enantiomer, while the access of the R enantiomer is barely ob-
structed. This is also clearly illustrated in Figure 3, where the
distribution of the computed trajectories for the S enantiomer
is significantly narrower at the bottleneck.
The difficulty experienced by the path planner in computing

the displacement of S enantiomers is clearly more pronounced
for substrates 1, 3 and 4, as illustrated by the number of com-
puting failures encountered in finding a solution (Table 2). In
parallel, experimental results indicate a preference for the R en-
antiomer. Consequently, we can suggest that a short CPU time
with very few failures reflects a more accessible path, which
also correlates with the experimentally observed enantioprefer-
ence. In contrast, a longer CPU time and/or a large number of
failures due to more difficult access for the substrate can be
correlated to lower reactivity. On this basis, CPU time descrip-
tor (and failures) thus appears to be a good qualitative indica-
tor of enzyme enantioselectivity.
The CPU(S)/CPU(R) ratios for all enantiomer pairs listed in

Table 1 were also determined and compared with experimen-
tally determined E values. For substrates 2–4, the ratios of the
computing times follow the same trend as observed for experi-
mentally determined E values (Table 2). These substrates differ
only in the presence or the position of the methyl group on
the aromatic ring. Notably, the motion planner never failed to
compute the trajectories of the ortho-substituted substrates (2)
whereas for the other three S enantiomers it failed several
times. The presence of the methyl group at the ortho-position
(2) slows down the computation of R enantiomer pathways
(larger CPU time), but considerably speeds up the CPU time
needed to search S enantiomer pathways, thus reducing the
CPU(S)/CPU(R) ratio.

Figure 2. Tetrahedral intermediates of substrate 3 : the bromine atom is oriented towards Leu167 in the case of
the R enantiomer (left), and towards Val267 in that of the S enantiomer (right). Val266 and Leu17, coloured in
yellow, define a bottleneck in the active site.

Figure 3. Representation of the exit trajectories computed for ethyl (R)- and
(S)-bromo-m-tolyl-acetate (50 computed trajectories are represented for
each enantiomer). One enantiomer is shown in catalytic position (orange)
for reference purposes. In this illustration, trajectories display the displace-
ment of the enantiomer centre of mass along the computed path. The distri-
bution obtained for the R enantiomer (blue) appears to be clearly larger and
less constrained, in particular at the bottleneck formed by V266 and L17,
than in the case of the S enantiomer (white). B. cepacia lipase is shown as a
Connolly channel surface mapped with the lipophilic potential calculated by
the MOLCAD module implemented in Sybyl7.3.[28]
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A relationship between CPU(S)/CPU(R) ratios and experimen-
tally determined E values is also observed for the series of sub-
strates differing in the X group at their stereocentres (Table 3).
Analysis of the trajectories also showed that the substrate with
the largest group at the stereocentre, such as a bromine atom
(1) or a methyl group (7), are more retained by the bottleneck,
and so it takes more time for the motion planner to find a
ACHTUNGTRENNUNGsolution for the S enantiomer. However, the CPU times ratio
cannot be directly taken as quantitative estimates of E values
since they include some bias relating to the computational effi-
ciency of the path-planning technique. In a prior report,[19] in
which a less evolved version of Biomove3D was used , differ-

ent CPU ratio values were obtained for compounds 1, 5 and 6
but the same tendencies were observed, higher values being
obtained for the larger halogen atom.
Overall, our results indicate that the time necessary to find a

trajectory solution is a good indicator for predicting enzyme
enantiopreference. Classification of enzyme enantioselectivity
towards racemates differing only in the size of one substituting
group is also possible, and in silico predictions based on CPU
time ratio calculations correlate reasonably well with the enan-
tioselectivity. If the overall catalytic sequence is considered to
be describable as E+SQES!P and the equation of enantiose-
lectivity is defined as E= (kRcat/K

R
M)/(k

S
cat/K

S
M), by inclusion of the

Table 2. Simulation of substrate trajectories : substrates differing in the R substituent on the phenyl ring.

Substrate Experimentally determined Average computing time [s] (� s.d.) In silico CPU (S)/ Number of computing failures
E value (vi R/vi S)[b] R S CPU (R) ratio R S

57 (�7)[a] 1.7 (�0.2) 24.0 (�1.3) 14 0 2

4.3 (�0.5)[a] 3.0 (�0.7) 7.6 (�1.0) 3 0 0

59 (�2)[a] 1.7 (�0.4) 104.9 (�5.5) 61 0 197

50 (�3)[a] 1.0 (�0.4) 39.0 (�3.4) 40 0 11

[a] Refs. [12, 13] . [b] vi R, vi S : initial rates.

Table 3. Simulation of substrate trajectories : substrates differing in the X substituent at the chiral centre.

Substrate Experimentally determined Average computing time [s] (� s.d.) In silico CPU (S)/ Number of computing failures
E value (vi R/vi S)[b] R S CPU (R) ratio R S

57 (�7)[a] 1.7 (�0.2) 24.0 (�1.3) 14 0 2

26 (�1) 1.7 (�0.2) 6.1 (�0.4) 4 0 0

1.5 (�0.1) 1.7 (�0.1) 3.0 (�0.7) 2 0 0

35 (�3) 1.6 (�0.2) 8.1 (�0.3) 5 0 0

[a] Refs. [12, 13]. [b] vi R, vi S : initial rates.
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rate constants E can be rearranged as E= [kRþ1k
R
þ2 (k

S
�1+kSþ2)]/

[kSþ1k
S
þ2(k

R
�1+kRþ2)] . For each substrate, enantioselectivity is thus

dependant on the various rate constants. On this basis, our
modelling approach would be appropriate to predict enantio-
selectivity for the cases in which k�1!k+2 and the equation of
enantioselectivity can be rearranged as E=kRþ1/k

S
þ1, if it is as-

sumed that the CPU time found for each trajectory is propor-
tional to k+1. These assumptions give us the boundaries of our
model. Indeed, they imply that the access and binding would
be slower than the chemical step, and thus be rate limiting.
This may be valid only in some cases, in particular for enzymes
featuring highly constrained active sites and reacting with
bulky substrates. In addition, the enzyme enantioselectivity is
the result of a subtle balance between thermodynamic and ki-
netic control contributions. Quantitative predictions have not
yet been achieved, and the introduction of some energetic cal-
culations during the trajectory search is now being considered,
in particular to take electrostatic attraction or repulsion into
account in order to improve our approach further.

Collision mapping—a tool for enzyme engineering

BioCD,[26] the algorithm for collision detection and distance
computation integrated in Biomove3D, was used for fast iden-
tification of amino acid residues hindering the displacement of
(R,S) enantiomers along the active site pocket of B. cepacia
lipase. The distances between substrate and protein atoms
were measured along each solution pathway, and “contact-
pairs” were reported when these distances were below 85% of
the van der Waals equilibrium distances. The relative frequency
of contacts between the enzyme amino acid residues and (R,S)

racemates along the computed
pathways is shown in the form
of a collision histogram
(Figure 5). A contact with a fre-
quency of 100% for a given res-
idue means that atoms of the
substrate and of this residue
are, at one moment, very close
in all the computed pathways.
Ten amino acid residues display
a higher frequency of contact
with the (R,S) enantiomers.
These amino acids can be
ACHTUNGTRENNUNGclassified into three groups
(Figure 6): 1) amino acids of the
active site (such as the catalytic
His286) and residues forming
the bottleneck (Leu17 and
Val266), 2) the amino acids right
after the bottleneck, located in
the intermediate region of the
funnel, 5–8 A from the bottom
of the pocket (Thr18, Tyr29 and
Leu287), and 3) the amino acids
of the catalytic pocket located
closer to the protein surface

(Tyr23, Phe146, Phe119 and Leu293). All these amino acids are
in proximity, which implies that the motion of one residue in-
volves a gear-like motion of others. Contacts are mainly detect-
ed (with the exception of Leu17) with amino acid side chains
attached to backbone atoms that contribute greatly to the
topology of the pocket. Of the residues listed in Figure 5,
some appear in a marginal way, such as Leu27, Thr291, Ala247,
Val123, Phe142, Leu248, Thr251 and Phe146. These lower colli-
sion frequencies again reflect here the location of these resi-
dues in the pocket, closer to the entrance of the pocket.
Analysis of the histogram of Figure 5 indicates that overall,

the more slowly reacting S enantiomers are in contact with res-
idues of the active site pocket more often than the R enantio-
mers. For each racemate, the frequency of contacts observed
is in good agreement with the average computing times
needed by the motion planner, as well as with the experimen-
tally observed enantiopreference determined for B. cepacia
lipase. These remarks support the in silico predictions of the
relative difficulty of accessibility encountered by the S enantio-
mers relative to their R counterparts quite well and highlight
the differences that exist between an active site exposed to a
solvent and a buried one surrounded by amino acid walls. The
number of contacts is also believed to be related to the diffi-
culty of positioning of a given substrate in a productive con-
formation at the catalytic site.
A more detailed structural analysis reveals that the accessi-

bility of the active site pocket and the positioning of the sub-
strate in it is basically governed mainly by four amino acids
(His286, Val266, Thr18 and Leu17). Indeed, the R and S enantio-
mers have to go through the bottleneck (Val266, Leu17, and
neighbouring Thr18) in order to gain access to the core of the

Figure 4. Conformational changes occurring along the paths for ethyl A) (R)- and B) (S)-bromo-m-tolyl-acetate (3).
Left : View of the active site. B. cepacia lipase is shown as a Connolly channel surface mapped with the lipophilic
potential calculated by the MOLCAD module implemented in Sybyl7.3.[28] The enzyme active site surface is colour-
coded (brown indicates more lipophilic regions, whereas blue codes for more polar ones). Right: Side views of
the conformational snapshots taken along the trajectory. For purposes of clarity, only conformational changes ob-
served for the substrate are shown.
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catalytic pocket to form the tetrahedral intermediate. Interest-
ingly, four of the amino acid residues identified by the collision
detector (Leu17, Phe119, Leu167 and Leu266 (equivalent to
Val266 in our B. cepacia lipase) have been selected for muta-
tion in previous investigations into B. cepacia enantioselectivity
engineering.[29,30] Combinations of amino acid substitutions at
these four positions were found to be very effective for chang-
ing the enantiopreference from the S form substrate to the R
form in the case of ethyl 3-phenylbutyrate derivatives. These

mutations would be expected
to produce drastic geometric
changes in the active site space,
although the effects of single
mutations at these four posi-
tions were not investigated. The
accordance of these results
demonstrates the interest of the
development of tools, such as
Biomove3D,[24] to guide enzyme
engineering.
More and more, computation-

al and experimental studies
have revealed the importance of
enzyme dynamics for catalysis[31–

34] and, for example, the connec-
tion between enzyme active site
motion and substrate turn-
over[35–37] or the effect of muta-

tions distal to the active site.[38–40] With regard to lipase enan-
tioselectivity, theoretical analyses are generally based on de-
scriptions of the reactions by transition state theory. Thermo-
dynamic investigations have shown that differences between
enantiomers in activation free energy are due to variations of
both the enthalpic and the entropic terms,[41–43] but in most re-
ports the role of motions in the reaction environment has
been neglected. This is due to the difficulty involved in experi-
mentally demonstrating the gate-keeping and rate-controlling

Figure 5. Histogram representing the relative frequency of contacts between the enzyme amino acid residues and (R,S) racemates along the computed paths
(computed over 50 runs). Contacts over 50% are coloured in magenta, between 30–50% in purple, and between 15–30% in cyan. (Bb=Backbone, Sc=Side
chain of amino acid residues.)

Figure 6. Representation of the main amino acid residues identified by the collision detector. A) Front view of the
B. cepacia lipase active site pocket. B) Cross-section view of the active site, showing a funnel shape, with Val266
and Leu17 forming a bottleneck. The catalytic triad (Ser87, His286, Asp264) and the oxyanion hole (Gln88, Leu17)
are located at the bottom of the pocket. The four amino acid residues presenting the highest frequency of con-
tacts (�50% contacts) with substrates are coloured in magenta (Leu17, Thr18, Val266 and His286). For reference,
the catalytic Ser87 is coloured in yellow.
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role of the molecular transport and motion from the enzyme
surface to the reactive centre, which requires data over a wide
range of timescales and the use of sophisticated experimental
methods. In the case of the kinetic resolution catalysed by li-
pases with deep and narrow active sites, modelling of the sub-
strate pathways while accounting for molecular flexibility is
also a difficult task for currently available techniques. Molecular
dynamics simulation could be applied to model substrate
pathways but will provide results only in the nanosecond time
range. Monte-Carlo algorithms enable the computation of
large motions but failed to provide a continuous chronological
description of the motion. The pseudo-molecular dynamics
under constraint that we had previously proposed needed
manual corrections to orientate protein side chains correctly
and avoid steric conflicts ; it was also biased by a tendency of
falling in local minima of the energy landscapes and was much
too long for routine use.
The new approach proposed in this article, based on effi-

cient path-planning algorithms and fast geometric operators
specially designed for complex articulated chains, is well
adapted to and very efficient for exploring high-dimensional
conformational spaces. In addition, our simulations indicate a
qualitative correlation between the ratio of the average times
needed to compute the enantiomer pathways and the enan-
tioselectivity value, thus revealing their potential for fast
screening of racemates. In addition, analysis of the computed
pathways also enables rapid identification of the amino acid(s)
constraining access and movement of the enantiomers
through the narrow and deep active site pocket.
With regard to B. cepacia lipase, these results may help to

drive directed mutagenesis experiments to enhance lipase
enantioselectivity further. At a more general level, this fast
technique could be used as a pre-screening procedure to pro-
vide highly valuable information on mutation sites relatively
remote from the enzyme reaction site that cannot be easily ex-
plored by classical molecular modelling techniques. Indeed, re-
placement of such a residue might not only alter the accessi-
bility pathway of a substrate by making it more or less con-
strained, but could also induce conformational changes in the
substrate along the path, which could differ depending on the
enantiomer and thus exhibit modified enantioselectivity. This
strategy was applied to B. cepacia lipase to identify amino acid
positions important for enantioselectivity and to define the
best combination of mutations to introduce into the catalyst
in order to enhance its enantioselectivity with respect to a
given racemate of interest. Construction and screening of
mutant libraries targeted at these positions are currently being
completed in our laboratory. Results will be reported in a
future communication.

Experimental Section

All reagents were of commercial quality and were purchased from
Sigma/Aldrich. n-Octane was dried over molecular sieves (3 A)
before use. Free lipase from Burkholderia cepacia (Chirazyme L-1,
lyo) was purchased from Roche Diagnostics (Germany).

General procedure for the preparation of 2-substituted acids
and their ester derivatives : The synthesis of compounds 1–4 has
been described in a prior report.[12]

(� )-Ethyl 2-chlorophenylacetate (5): Chlorophenylacetyl chloride
(43.6 mmol), ethanol (100 mL) and p-toluenesulfonic acid (0.2 g)
were stirred under reflux (4–5 h). Ethanol was evaporated at 35 8C
(waterpump vacuum). The residual oil was dissolved in dichlorome-
thane (25 mL) and washed with a saturated sodium bicarbonate
solution (3S10 mL) and finally with distilled water (10 mL). The di-
chloromethane solution was dried over magnesium sulfate, filtered
and then evaporated to dryness at 35 8C (water pump vacuum).

(� )-Ethyl 2-fluorophenylacetate (6): Mandelic acid (commercial)
was first transformed into ethyl mandelate by the same procedure
as described above for the compound 5. A solution of ethyl man-
delate (11.1 mmol) in dichloromethane (2 mL) was added slowly to
a solution of DAST [(diethylamino)sulfur trifluoride, 11.1 mmol] in
dichloromethane (5 mL), cooled to �78 8C. The reaction mixture
was allowed to warm to room temperature and mixed with cold
water. The lower layer was separated, washed with water, dried
with MgSO4, and evaporated to dryness at 35 8C (water pump
vacuum). The obtained yellow oil was purified on silica gel with n-
hexane/ethyl acetate (95:5, v/v) as eluent to provide a colourless
liquid.

(� )-Ethyl 2-phenylpropionate (7): Compound 7 was synthesized
by the same procedure as described above for compound 5, by
starting from (� )-2-phenylpropionic acid.

Spectroscopic data : Infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin–
Elmer 1310 infrared spectrophotometer. 1H and 13C NMR spectra
were recorded on a Bruker AC 200.1 (1H 200.1 MHz and 13C
50.3 MHz) spectrometer.

(� )-Ethyl 2-chlorophenylacetate (5): Yield: 73%; 1H NMR
(200 MHz, CDCl3, 25 8C): d=1.21–1.28 (t, 3JH,H=7.1 Hz, 3H; CH3),
4.15–4.28 (qd, 3JH,H=2.7 and 7.1 Hz, 2H; CH2), 5.35 (s, 1H; CH),
7.35–7.53 ppm (m, 5H; ArH); 13C NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3, 25 8C), d=
14.01 (CH3), 59.19 (CH), 62.55 (CH2), 127.99 (S2), 128.90 (S2),
129.30, 135.93, 168.41 ppm (COO); IR (neat): ñ=1750 and 1730 (C�
O), 1600 and 1475 (C�C), 1280–1140 cm�1 (C�O); elemental analy-
sis calcd (%) for C10H11O2Cl: C 60.59, H 5.60; found: C 60.41, H
5.75%.

(� )-Ethyl 2-fluorophenylacetate (6): Yield: 61%; 1H NMR
(200 MHz, CD3COCD3, 25 8C), d=1.16–1.23 (t, 3JH,H=7.1 Hz, 3H;
CH3), 4.14–4.27 (qd, 3JH,H=3.4, 7 Hz, 2H; CH2), 5.84 and 6.08 (d,
2JH,F=47.5 Hz, 1H; CHF), 7.42–7.52 ppm (m, 5H; ArH); 13C NMR
(50 MHz, CD3COCD3, 25 8C), d=14.32 (CH3), 62.12 (CH2), 88.25 and
91.85 (d, CHF), 127.77, 127.88, 129.64 (S2), 130.43, 135.64 and
136.04, 168.77 and 169.33 ppm (d, COO); IR (neat): ñ=1750 and
1730 (C�O), 1600 and 1475 (C�C), 1280–1140 cm�1 (C�O); elemen-
tal analysis calcd (%) for C10H11O2F: C 65.91, H 6.09; found: C 65.58,
H 7.73%.

(� )-Ethyl 2-phenylpropionate (7): Yield: 80%; 1H NMR (200 MHz,
CDCl3, 25 8C): d=1.11–1.18 ppm (t, 3JH,H=7.1 Hz, 3H; CH3), 1.41–
1.45 (d, 3JH,H=7.1 Hz, 3H; CH3), 3.69–3.79 (q, 3JH,H=7.1 Hz, 1H; CH),
4.01–4.13 (qd, 3JH,H=2.4 and 7.1 Hz, 2H; CH2), 7.23–7.33 ppm (m,
5H; ArH); 13C NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3, 25 8C): d=14.43 (CH3), 19.17
(CH), 46.03 (CH), 61.00 (CH2), 127.77, 128.24 (S2), 129.38 (S2),
142.06, 174.62 ppm (COO); IR (neat): ñ=1750 and 1730 (C�O),
1600 and 1475 (C=C), 1280–1140 cm�1 (C�O); elemental analysis
calcd (%) for C11H14O2: C 74.12, H 7.92; found: C 73.71, H 7.75%.
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Enzyme-catalysed transesterification reactions : A typical transes-
terification was carried out in n-octane (5 mL) containing the ester
(0.25 mmol, 50 mm), octan-1-ol (0.75 mmol, 150 mm) and lipase
(5 mgmL�1). The water activity was set to 0.04, and the tempera-
ture was maintained at 30 8C. The mixture was shaken at 500 rpm
for the time indicated in Table 1. The progress of the reaction was
followed by sampling the reaction at regular intervals.

HPLC analysis : The chiral HPLC instrument was equipped with a
chiral column [Chiralpack AD, AS or OJ (25 cmS4.6 mm), Daicel
Chemical Industries Ltd, Japan] connected to a UV detector (at
254 nm). The conditions were: n-hexane/isopropanol 90:10, v/v for
1 and 5–9 with OJ column, and n-hexane/isopropanol 99.8:0.2, v/v
for 2–4 with AD column. Each transesterification reaction sample
was diluted 8–10 times in the mobile phase, filtered before injec-
tion (20 mL), and analysed at a flow rate of 1.0 mLmin�1 at RT. The
retention times (tR/min) were as follows: 1: 15.40 (S), 17.80 (R) ; 2 :
7.01 (S), 7.44 (R) ; 3 : 7.14 (S), 7.50 (R) ; 4 : 8.68 (S), 9.42 (R) ; 5 : 13.30
(S), 14.30 (R) ; 6 : 9.10 (S), 10.60 (R) ; 7: 6.0 (S), 9.10 (R).

Determination of conversion rates and enantioselectivities
(E values): The conversion rate was calculated from HPLC results
by C=1�[(R+S)t/(R+S)t=0]S100. The enantioselectivity value
was the ratio of the initial rate of R enantiomer production (vi R)
versus the initial rate of S enantiomer production (vi S): E value=
(vi R/vi S). The initial rates were determined, before 10% of sub-
strate conversion, by linear regression over at least five points.

Computational Methods

Construction of starting geometries : Starting models used to
map the enantiomer trajectories into the B. cepacia active site
were generated by the procedure described in an earlier report.
Firstly, a systematic conformational search around two dihedral
angles—Fx (C1-C2-C7-C8) and FY (C2-C7-C8-O9)—was performed
on a model of the substrate covalently bound to a catalytic serine
(Ser87). Geometry of low-energy conformers was then fully relaxed.
Subsequently, the minima solutions obtained in vacuum were
placed within the enzyme active site environment. To do this, we
used the X-ray structure of B. cepacia in complexation with a dieth-
ylphosphate inhibitor, kindly provided by M. Cygler and J. Schrag
(NRC Biotechnology Research Center, Montreal). For purposes of
consistency with our earlier paper we used the same truncated
form of the enzyme in this work.[13] After an additional energy opti-
mization of the covalent intermediate complex models, only solu-
tions satisfying the hydrogen bonding pattern required for cataly-
sis and having an acceptable energy were kept.

Calculation of enantiomer trajectories : To allow the displacement
of the substrates along the active site path, the covalent bond be-
tween the catalytic serine and the carbon of the substrate carbonyl
function was broken to create two separate molecular entities.
These structures, in which the given substrate is in a catalytic posi-
tion but not bound to the enzyme, were subsequently minimized
in order to correct the hybridization of the carbonyl function from
sp3 to sp2 and to generate the molecular models used to start the
search for trajectories. From the starting docked position, enantio-
mer trajectories were computed with use of the Biomove3D inte-
grated path planner,[24] going from the bottom towards the en-
trance of the active site. During the search, the ligand was consid-
ered flexible, as well as the side chains of 17 amino acid residues
bordering the access channel to the active. In total, 68 degrees of
freedom of the entire enzyme–substrate complex were taken into
account (11 for the ligand and 57 for the protein side-chains).
Atoms were modelled at 80% of their van der Waals radii.

To ensure that the geometric space of the active site was fully ex-
plored during the trajectory search, a preliminary test series of an
increasing number of trajectories (25, 50, 100, 500 and 1000) was
calculated for a given pair of enantiomers. The CPU time was then
averaged over the total number of tests performed. Comparison of
the average time needed for computing trajectories indicated very
similar results whenever series of 50, 100, 500 or 1000 random
tests were performed. On this basis, the choice was made to run
five series of 100 random tests to compute the trajectories for
each pair of enantiomers listed in Table 1. The standard deviation
was thus calculated from these five series of 100 tests to improve
the estimate of the imprecision over the computing times.

Equipment : Calculations, molecular constructions and graphic dis-
plays were performed on an Intel Pentium4 PC with a 3.2 GHz
ACHTUNGTRENNUNGprocessor and an O2 (R10000) Silicon Graphics workstation.
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A Structure-Controlled Investigation
of Lipase Enantioselectivity by a Path-
Planning Approach

Molecular engineering of lipase enan-
tioselectivity : A novel approach based
on efficient path-planning algorithms
was applied to investigate the influence
of substrate access on Burkholderia ce-
pacia lipase enantioselectivity. A colli-
sion detector algorithm was also used
for fast identification of amino acid resi-
dues that hinder the displacement of
2-substituted racemic acids along the
lipase active site pocket and to guide
the molecular engineering of lipase
enantioselectivity.
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